Vendor Management Inventory Services

Mars Electric understands your need for consistent and reliable availability of materials without requiring heavy lifting on your part.

That’s why under our Vendor Managed Inventory model, we assume responsibility for count and replenishment of material at the jobsite, in your warehouse or in the prefab shop.

ON-SITE:
Your inventory is checked several times a week via a scanner and the software generates replenishment orders automatically. That means your foremen can focus on schedules and tasks instead of shopping, negotiating and dealing with multiple deliveries each week. You benefit by having one delivery, at one previously agreed upon price.

We offer 20’ and 40’ trailers and coordinate the delivery and pick up of the job trailer. Material layout and shelving are also included.

IN THE SHOP:
VMI helps contractors stock service trucks on turnaround, saving time and trips to our counter.

Our VMI helps you reduce costs by:
• Enabling your electricians, project managers, foremen and buyers to focus on other aspects of the job to be more productive
• Controlling the inventory onsite
• Eliminating excess inventory when a project is complete
• Providing faster and more accurate automated billing sent directly to your accounting department without involving your drivers

Our process is easy:
Together we evaluate your minimum and maximum inventory levels on a site-specific basis. Then, we:
• Determine visitation routines and frequency of deliveries and replenishment of materials
• Build out on-site job carts, pipe carts, inventory closets or job trailers
• Label all products with Mars Inventory Management barcodes
• Initiate counts and rapid replenishment per job site
• Report monthly usage per job site
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FAST. RELIABLE. FULL-SERVICE.
Wherever the job takes you, Mars Electric is there.

**REDUCE COSTS**

- Enable your electricians, project managers, foremen and buyers to focus on other aspects of the job to be more productive
- Control inventory onsite
- Eliminate excess inventory when a project is complete
- Provide faster and more accurate automated billing sent directly to your accounting department without involving your drivers

**MARS MAKES IT EASY**

- Evaluate your minimum and maximum inventory levels on a site-specific basis
- Determine visitation routines, frequency of deliveries and replenishment of materials
- Build out on-site job carts, pipe carts, inventory closets or job trailers
- Label all products with Mars Inventory Management barcodes
- Initiate counts and rapid replenishment per job site
- Report monthly usage per job site

**LOCATIONS**

**Central Warehouse & HQ**

**MAYFIELD VILLAGE**

6655 Beta Drive

(440) 946-2250 • Fax: (440) 683-1515

**AKRON**

504 Tacoma Avenue

(330) 247-1870 • Fax: (330) 247-1875

**BEDFORD HTS.**

23100 Miles Road

(216) 662-7000 • Fax: (216) 662-7720

**CHARDON**

695 South Street (Route 44)

(440) 285-7480 • Fax: (440) 285-7483

**CLEVELAND**

3904 St. Clair Avenue

(216) 432-9500 • Fax: (216) 432-9550

**MACEDONIA**

7772 Capital Boulevard

(330) 467-9220 • Fax: (330) 467-9170

**MEDINA**

865 West Liberty Street

(330) 722-8330 • Fax: (330) 722-5245

**MENTOR** • LIGHTING CENTER

7898 Tyler Blvd.

(440) 205-1577 • Fax: (440) 205-9250

**MIDDLEBURG HTS.**

7007 Engle Road

(440) 243-7555 • Fax: (440) 243-7511

**STREETSBORO**

10325 State Route 43

(330) 562-2609 • Fax: (330) 562-2584

**WESTLAKE**

29260 Clemens Road

(440) 892-6767 • Fax: (440) 892-0389

**WILLOUGHBY**

38868 Mentor Avenue

(440) 946-2250 • Fax: (440) 975-5752

www.Mars-Electric.com